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1 t e c t u r e as 

Le travail de /a fir me Dill er+ Scofidio, par la pratique et /'enseignement, 
trnite du probleme d faire /'architecture d "/' age de la reproduction 
mfcanique". C e trm•ail prend la forme de dessins, de peifonnances et 
tfartijices. T.G. a rencontre Elizabeth Dill er cl/cur atelier de New York, 
le 29 cll'fil 1991. !Is ont discwe de conference, d'installation et de 
programme en talll que mise en scene. 

1~/izabetll Oilier is 011 architect i11the New Y orkjinn ofDiller+Scojidio, 
ll'hoseactMties i11c/ude both practiceandteaching. Concemedll'ith the 
three issues of the body as site, tile body altered by artifice, and the role 
of architecture as a modified completion, our conversation focused on 
the idea of lecture, installation, and conceptual program as staged 
e~·Mt. The sophistication ofmrious themes in their projects, culmituztes 
to date in the Slow House, which recei~·ed a PA Architectuml Design 
,-\K•anl in 1991. 

.Host importantly, their work addresses the problematic of maki11g 
architecture i11 tile "age of mechanical reproductio11", and the 
concept of the body (and architecture), as de-signed, which they 
explore tl1rougll drawings, artifice and the in•·o/l ·ement ofperform
(lnCe. IVe, in turn, are left contemplating architecture as Probe. 

The following inten·icw took place at 36 Cooper Square, in New >'ork, 
on the morning of April 19th, 1991: 

tg This ycar, the Mon~tl AlcM series h:ulnccrminernphasison 

architcclllraltheory, with lectures by Comell Wt'St, Georgcs Tey~-;ot 

and your own "hich opened the scnes. I sensed th:ll your lectu~. 

although pmvoc:nivc, left much of the audience scr.llt'hing Ll1cir 

head.;. llow do you determine in which form to p~:;~nt your work'! 

EO We don't nd~pt the lectures to the crowd. Rkanlo and I have 

a different kincl of lecture that we pcrfonn together; very similar in 

tenns of the spoken text and projected image.~ that you ju~t s:1w, hut 
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in conversation with terrance galvin 

Ric draws with phosphoresccnt'chalks on a chalk board in black light, 

so you can't sec h1s body, but you can see the images appearing- he 

wears white gloves. He is the hand, I am the mouth. 

These three modes of information form a friction against each other. 

The audience is either looking at images, at drawings and/or listening 

to the verbal information as the strands weave in andoutofeachothcr. 

Sometimes they're coincidental and sometimes they form a caustic 

relationship. Since it's impossible to take in all t.he information at 

once, your attention wanders from one to anot.her. Tt becomes enter

taining and the audience is quite happy just to look at photo images 

and drawings and let the text just \\ash over. The dr:lwings are 

analytical; t.hcy do something t.hat verb:tl teAt c:tn't do. In a way that 

kmd of talk is more pcrformati\'C, but at t.hc same time H's CAplana

tory. 

tg I was thinking back on the project you did at the MoMA. 

where you were ahle to monitor and record the responses to the 

insUlllation as the corollary to t.h~ performance. By contraSI, when 

you lc~wc a lecture hke the one at Alcan,thc feedback is often silent, 

unless people \\Tttc you or you mn mto them Inter. 

EO Rtght. \\'ell, the only ~oplc that u.-;uJIIywritearc thconcsthJt 

enJOyed it. or want a job {hmghtcr) ... but )'OU rarely get cnt.Cdl 

feedback. 

tg Lecturing must be a different experience than when )t'u'rc 

tt·nchmg. For msumcc. if a sttrdcnt asks you a question or if )OU 
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rrc~nt )'Our work in that context., you get to e:qxmd on and explain 

iL Th3t is why I find lecturing a one-way system when you address 

a series such ns A lean. When lecturing at the AA in London, don' t 

they generally rurnnge a seminar session where you present work 

and then discuss it ? 

EO That's happened octU3lly in the past., but not this last trip, 

v. here students can come back and griU you, or oflen I' vc had 

experiences opening the floor to questions at the end or a talk. 

Gcnernlly the questions don't really challenge the talk. It was always 

the inlClltion th:lt we weren't only going to expose and explain (i.e. 

describe) the woric, but perform iL There are cenain inherent ironies 

in the presenwion. On the other hand, the opening up to questions 

invoh·es a k:ind or earnestness and the earnestness and irony can't 

coexisL lf the questions are really tough, then it overcomes that 

parndox in a wny.lt's irueresting that ru Waterloo, the audience v.-as 

quite receptive, but at the same time the questions were very sharp and 

difficult., and I h:Jd to really think on my feeL 

tg WeU,lhe University of Waterloo has one or the more critical 

schools or architecture in Canada. so it isn't surprising that students 

come prep:ued to be critical and nOL just slough orr your work. It is a 

difficulty when an audience doesn't have enough background ... 

Enler Ricardo Scofulio. 

We embarlc on a Cocteau inJerlude : 

tg I had fi!Stencountcred your work after having done a project., 

inspired by Jean Cocteau's use or mirrors, entitled Private Acts in 

Public Places. I then read the AA fJ.lesarticleon yourRotaryNotary 

and /lis Hot Plate I projecL We were both dealing with scopic 

instruments, such as m irrrors rotated at 4 5 degrees, and f rcaliz.cd that 

our common interest was the act or translation ... 

phone rrriings. 

ambulance siren, evidencing the Doppler effect , pulsates 

outside the window. 

... Cocteau's work also explored the idea of creating illusions 

and translating his idea~ from literary ones into visuals. I fchad written 
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thepocmL'Angelleurtebiseascarlyas 1925,and still in I960hewas 

workingthroughthesame themes, which is what we all do. When one 

looks at the body of your work, there is evidence of this act of 

translation that is consLantly ongoing, which rel<ttes a project like the 

Bridge to the current Slow /lotue.2 

Although, there is a major distinctiOn bet wccn the two projCCls. If the 
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architecture as Probe 

Bridge project was the perfonnance, similar to the lecture becoming 

an avenue for the perfonnancc, then architecLUre can be seen as an 

ephemeral event. However, when the Slow 1/ouse becomes built, 

written about and concretized. isn't it a different fonn ? 

EO Well ,I don'tlmow, how concrete is text? In the end the Slow 

House is more concrete, it is built ; architecture is connected to the 

ground, but we sec that the work takes on many manifestations along 

Lhe way, and none of them are the final product. In fact, right now 

we're starting to put together a book on our work, and the book is a 

critique of the architectural monograph. It doesn't just present the 

work that's been done, but it re-presents it critically, and then it 

transmutes into another manifestation of itself. Much of our work is 

temporary and no longer exists. We take the evidence of that work 

which is in the form of photographs, and we rework them. We develop 

deceptions about what it was, and also relhink what itcould have been, 

in addition to explaining it at that stage. In Lhis particular manifesta

tion, which is in the form of text, photogr<~phs and drawings, we 

continue to posit the work. So it doesn't sit still in text- there is a 

certain kind of activity and transiency in it It isn'tlimitcd only to Lhe 

body perfonning it. 

tg That's an important point in relation to your last project, the 

Slow !louse. You have said that architectural drawings arc documents 

of intent; that the work is a continual recording, which would Lhcn 

critically relate the house to the rest of the body of your work. A 

question Lhat arises is whether perfonnance art, as evidenced in your 

early work, can become translated into architecture which is rooted to 

Lhe ground, and isn't ephemeral in the same way as perfonnance? 

ED The way that we use the allusion to the drawing, being 

traditionally thought of as a document of intent, is to absorb certain 

principles that arc in the world of architectural noun ion d1rectly into 

the project. I mean, certain kinds of privileges (like seeing). certain 

kinds of abstraction and syntactical conditions (sections and so forth), 

become u privilege we draw on. For example, we build projects in 

section, or through the use of mirrors. etc., we allow 
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spaccstobesecn in plan. Drawing is a very importantpanofourwork, 

both as a type of prequel and as a sequel, so that there is an absorption 

of drawing principles in the work itself. 

But wedon'treally seethe house so much as a departure from the rest 

of our work. Every project to us starts from '0' and a program. From 

this point of depanure we do research, and we try to look at the 

evolution of that program. We start by looking back. and by critically 

rethinking the program within the context of our culture and our time, 

and then we proceed with it It doesn't matter at all whether it's a 

temporary installation, or whether it's a perfonnance, or whether it's 

something that's rooted. We see the Slow House as an apparatus to 

live in, and in that way the involvement of !.he body, the subjects that 

are in that space, the way that they operate that thing and the way that 

it operates them, is critical. I would be presumptuous to say that, in 

itself, "living there" is Lhc perfonnance, but !.here is a certain kind of 

activity that is very important to the house. The house isn'tjustmeant 

to be an inert sculptural object It is something that's activru.ed by Lhe 

presence of the other irreducible components of domesticity: the 

bodies that are !.here, those particular relationships of family, how the 

vision of those people is being altered and tranSlated by the house, and 

so forth. So it is very much an active notion. we don't really sec Lhe 

house as still. 

tg That's clear. I sec it as analogous to your use of notational 

drawings which, Lhrough their sequence, reconstitute a type of dcplh 

in plan and section. This demonstrates that Lhe house is not r ucd m 

TL\1E, but through this duality of host and ~ite, !.here unfolds a 

performance. As evidenced in both the Slow House and the 

withDrawing roornl, one of the most powerful issues in your work 

is the body/archltcctur..ll object relationship. Many contemporary 

architects have been mtcrcstcd in the relationship bc-t,\een the body 

and the bmlding. Anthony V idler's article on the "The Building in 

Pain"4 is very provocauvc, but I thank you've actually managed to 

translate some of the theory into the built work, which is always the 

most difficult process. 
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F.O We look m the body as :1 kind of surf:-~cc ... 

tg Or ns a kind of site ... 

EO Yes. Site for meanings and for changeable inscriptions. We 

attempt to work, not with the physical corpus (the me<:~t), but rather 

with the sp:~ce t.hm it defines and is defined by iL Spaces t.hm arc 

conventions of culture redefine the body- so the body is mscribed; the 

body inscribes spocc. And v.oe 're interested in the negotimion of th:lt 

Also, bc.cnusc of contempor3l)' technology, th31 body has been de

LCrrit.Ori:llized. In tlu! witr.Drav:ing room arc some allusions to 

incompleteness. Prostheses t:lke over the incomplete chair, the in

complete t.able,lhc incomplete bed. 1be prosthesis never complct.ely 

fulfil Is, but :lids nnd m:lkes nn issue of incompleteness, nnd the body 

IS ul5o n victim of :111 th:IL The body t.akes ad,-nntngc of that split bed 

3S a possibility of a new program. The occupants could be together, 

the occupants could be apart. share th:lt split, and so forth. The body 

occupies that split- it bridges Lhe split. but is vulnerable to iL We see 

the body as alv.':lys acknowledging this incompleteness and its own 

\tilnernbility. 

tg That's v.hcrc J feel thaJ. Lhe v.Titings of ~fcrleau-Ponty on 

phenomenology deal'' ilh the potential for a certain kinll or emhodi

mcnt in the Bridge. In th:lt project. inspired by C:-~millo's "memory 

theatiC .. , the body could be seen 3S "becoming" the threshold'' hich 

crosscsthesrnapsc. The Bridge project had a certain optimism about 

the body and memory being reconciled, which is quite different than 

affirming that we live in a culture that tends towards voyeurism and 

detaChment 

Within the framework of current debate, in li!Ctary 3S well a..~ 

architccwral theory, the dialectic is whct.hcr it is possible to find any 

meaning in this space- this gap. t.his:~byssbctwccn thebodyand '~hat 

it inscn'bcs OC" circumscribes. If this void cannot be bridged, aren't we 

u!Limattly left with retinal an.scopicdcviccsanda kindofinvaginalcd 

voyeurism ? 
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EO \\'c feel ourselves vel) much inspected from the ouL<:ide, and 

we arc ourselves voyeurs. The question about the Bridge is nn 

mrcresting one. The project was done in 1986 or so nnd the wny thm 

we described it then W:l.SdilTcrcnt thnn we would dc.scribe it now. That 

bridge is only momentarily bridged by the human stride, and it is so 

tentntive, since the anatomy can. in fact, never actunlly occupy both 

sides. When one leg is up, one leg is down; it hinges really on a "split" 

second when the'' eight ch.1nges over. When we staged the Bridge. 

thedircctorposcd the character front.ally (i.e. pcrpcndiculartotheaxis 

of movement on the bridge) bridging-" it.h legs astride holding a glass 

ball. We absolutely objected to th:u use, or abuse, because the body 

could ne\'ercomplcte the bridge, it would ne' er finish iL The structure 

was never mennt to be finished: it would occur only at the moment 
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architecture as Probe 

of stride because it was fractional. 

tg But lhal's the optimism ! .. lhat leap of faith is a kind of 

'projection' which leaves one thinking about the potentially powerful 

symbolism behind architecture. 

ED Well, I would be more on the side of irony .I think our work 

is always on the side of irony. and maybe not so optimistic. Actual! y, 

it's difficult to t.alk about I have to contend with this because now 

we're putting together this book, and we have to figure out how to 

describeourworkratherthanjust'represent' it We'retryingtosituate 

ourworksomewherebetweentheinscriptiveandtheprescriptive,and 

I don't know if that word game is going to work. I' m struggling with 

having to define this a little more clearly, but the work is never about 

prescription, it's not about remedy. 

We're playing with the notion of script, but description is, by 

convention, a passive condition. One often recapitulates through 

description. Our work is somewhere other. It's not a passive descrip

tion. There's another mode of description that intervenes; description 

is never objective. It'salwaysedited, usesemphasis,and so forth. Our 

work is inspecting things-describing the work is a hyper-description. 

In that way it makes certain things lhat are not visible, visible. Not by 

laying bare the bones, not through a stripping away to some interior, 

but by looking at the space of surfaces and between surfaces. 

tg Are you referring to the space between surfaces, such as the 

door which runs along the floor eventually inscribing a groove, or the 

bed whose dust under it acts a a kind of analogue ... ? 

ED That's a literal inscription. but also the work reads other 

inscriptions at the same time: the project constructs its descriptions 

through read inscriptions. We'rejustsimplyreading various te>.tsthat 

are already latent in things. 

tg That interpretation implies an exigesis that docsn 'tle.ave the 

readings so open-ended and pluralistic that the author is relieved from 

any program of intent Through your use of drawings as notations, the 
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intentions in your work are evident. separating it from artists whose 

work is self-referential. 

ED Certainly, the references aren't intemaJ references, they'reaJI 

borrowing from a broader ·vision. You know, more and more we 're 

trying to tackle themes lhatare tangentially related to architecuue, but 

never really seen as parallel. 

tg Jn relation to the MoMA project. you asked whether it was 

possible to be critical about the museum, and work within it at the 

same time; whether the target and the weapon could be the same. This 

reminds me of a similar irony, where Libeskind ~bed 'the 

knife .. without the handle .. with the blade missing', 

cut : absenllaughter 

..a description that leaves one holding the residue of the simulacrum. 

Seeminglycomfonable within a framework of irony, you began your 

career working within the margins, in order to explore the boundaries 

between architecture, performance, and script Hasn't your wor:k 

become, at least in the current Slow House, more directly related 10 

Architecture, which implies a very different set of parameters? 

ED We've always believed in building, it's critical to us; we're 

never satisfied with solely projecting ideas through drawings and 

texts. As a result, the work always finds itself built Sometimes it's 

temporary, and sometimes not Building is n very important compo

nent, but only one of the manifestations of the work. The difference 

between our position then and now is that times have reaJly changed 

over the course of the last fifteen to twenty y~. At first we operated 

in the margins because there was no context for us. We generated our 

own projects, \\.'C genenued funding and we built the projects our

selves. Sometimes we worked under the auspices of cen.ain institu

tions, but these institutions were always marginal. like the Storefronl 

for Art & Architecture and Creative Time. 

In the p:lSt years there's been an interesting change. More and more, 

big institutions like the MoMA or the Walker Arts Cen.ter have been 
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interested in our wOI"'c. We realized at a certain point that we w-ere 

really crossing a threshold, and we opted to tnke the position that one 

Ius much more power in the centre than in the margins; the margins 

only aurnct a very specificsubculmre. What we wanted was 3 broad 

forum within which our work could exist. And so, we took on the 

responsibility and opportun icy of so-called getting closer to the centre. 

~ h3d to ben 1rade off, because one can't really speak one's mind 

nt the centre in the same way, so there's 3 kind of e:\chnnge that 

nawrally happens. or course. we JXlY to be nble to say w h31 we want 

to say. We put somelhing in the MoMA, it looks very benutiful, it's 

well designed, nnd that becomes the way lhat this panicular para-site 

oper.ucs within its host site. 

tg Yes .•. 

ED Good design acruallyenables one to do some more subversive 

things inside of the system. OfLen, those subversive things aren 'Lever 

read by the institutions themselves, but sometimes there is an 

oscillation which isheallhy. Wedon'tdo this consciously to make the 

wcrl: accepuble; it's just naturally the way we work, and it just so 

h:Jppens th3t it pays off. In lemlS of centrality to margin, the extension 

of building something that's permanent is not all that different than 

doing an installation in the MoMA, by appropriating a site like an 

urban guerrilla. A client or audience progmm 3 subculture or the 

culuu-e at large. 

tg That is a central topic of this interView, since this AFTH 

COLUMN is addressing "Archirecuu-e and Advertising". The Alcan 

lecture left me musing about the energy of working in the margins in 

your early projects, and the trade off involved in making it onto the 

cover or PA and opening the Alcan series for 1991. Do you think that 

the broader audiCflCC has a cenam sympathy and openness to your 

v. , compared 10 the audience that would show up at Stor(front in 

New York:? 

EO Perhaps several years ago, there was much more antagonism 

between these things that were looked upon as oppositions. Now I 

thinlc that the gap is closing down, even though Storefront shows 

certain people that haven't had exposure; last yCM they were showing 
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Coop Himmelblau, who was having a simultaneous show at Max 

Protach. The sixties meet the nineties now, and the sixties are 

dissolving more and more. It's an interesting sign when bigger 

institutions are seeing certain kinds of work as marketable -although 

lcanncveranticipatewhythcywantlOshowourwork. lmcan,maybe 

things arc opening up, perhaps the latitude is getting broader. I have 

no idea; th ings just conLrnct and expand all the time. 

I know that the phone hasn't rung since our work was on the cover of 

PA. !think we received a lot of exposure, but it doesn't necessarily 

lubricate us for more professional work. At the same time, it's not like 

we've created any hostility with our pasl. !think in many people's 

eyes it 's a natural evolution, although wedon' t think ofitasevolution. 

We just th ink of it as an extention of what we do, except that we want 

a broader audience. It's not about getting bigger and bcuer projects 

and building up an office. lfthcnext project was small, it j ust wouldn' t 

mauer, as long as we were able to experiment and rethink things. If, 

in fact, some wonderful cultural insti tution came to us and said we 

want n building and we had the opportunity to think through it, then 

we'd gear up for iL r just don't sec the steps as hierarchical, and 

mounting towards some goal at the end. 

tg I agree with you, it's not as simple as centre or margin. One 

docsn'tstay in the margin, deluding onesel f that that's the place to be, 

when one can have a larger audience while still remaining critical and 

in!;pcctive. That rcal i7.ation is a prerequisite to action, having tO do 

with personal ethics through an underswnding of one's intentions. 

However, one of the Lrndc offs would be that the larger audience 

docsn ' t neccss.1rily mean a more prepared audience, or one which is 

more receptive m large. 

EO What we aucmpted to do, in the last two museum projects, was 

lO work the project in various sLrnUltO be read in different ways. We 

can't anticipate all readings, but we amicip:uc that the guy off the 

street is going to be able to respond to the work, ~md in fact our shows 

have been popular in a way that mher architecture shows haven't 

been. Most architecture shows in museums deal with esoteric subject 

mnuer through the language of archilcctuml nouuions, usually dis-
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playing models of projects that are unbuilt, etc. Our work has been 

very wel l received within the museum context because wedon'tuse 

the space as a context for our work; our work orients itself around the 

context of the museum. 

tg The feedback that you receive in scrutinizing the response lO 

your installations, such as the recording of that event at the MoMA. 

is a very important activity in the body of your work as a whole, is il 

not? 

EO Yes, it's very important to us to understand the various 

readings of the work. We see the work as a kind of apparatus lO make 

meanings from. 

tg Then, what would the equivalent of this recording activity be 

in the Slow House ? 

EO Maybe i t's not so explicit, maybe it'sjustlhe way lifestyles 

begin to mutate relative to the house itself, the kinds of os::illauons 

that exist between the domestic construct and the house, and the 

exchanges that are made. Perhaps it's not in the form offeedbaclc t.l\at 

we can record, but it's the agitation. There's always a response; 

there's never a comfortable fit For example. the Slow House takes 

on the view which was not thought of as a sedate thing tocontemplate, 

but as property beyond one's reach. We wanted lO thwart the view in 

a way that cremes a certain discomfort. You can never really sec the 

view fully because the TV rs always in front of rL, so that the line of 

the horizon is always disturbed. And that becomes a causuc experi

ence. 

tg Continuing this idea of dislocation in the withDrawing room, 

objects like the two legged chair (with its third leg prosthesis, rising 

up through the middle). force us to deal wrth the space between the 

body and the chair. As one 'occuprcs' the chair, one has to ncgoti<Jtc 

the prosthesis and the potential for thnt habit.mron. Simrlarly, in the 

Slow /louse, the way thm you conslftlCtcd the model and the nota· 

tional dmwrngs through the development of scenarios, one actually 

secs the house unfolding through the drawings, again producing an 
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uncomfortnblc fit coupled wilh 3 ccrt:lin tension. 

However, I \\Ondcr whether !he TV screen on !he horizon IS not3 

liteml mewphor, comp:ll"'O Y.i!h some of !he ambiguity t.h:lt you've 

nttaincd in olher projects. For example, in the withDrawing room,lhc 

convention of unexpectedly seeing the second noor in plan, as if !he 

floor were remo,·ed,lll3kes one constantly aw:1re of a subtle disjunc

tive interruption. 

EO Maybe t.h:lt is true, allhoogh the tclc\·ision screen functions in 

many different ways. between broadcast TV and closed-circuit 

monitor, so it's. .. 

tg For security? 

EO !'-:o, acwally closed-circuiL ll's looking out !here at !he view 

and recording it. al!hough it can be nipped to broadcast TV. So its 

progmm shifts- when the TV isn't being looked at as a broadcast 

medium, it becomes a y,fudow superimposed against a window. 

tg I lhink t.h:lt !he aspect of delay between !hisapparmus and the 

site is fantastic. The fact that one could replay a different season at 

another time, or in another place, beautifully rcnccts !his time and 

spxc dislocation. 

EO The TV is pan of many ideas. The way t.h:lt it's characterized 

in !he textlh:uappears in PA tums it into a cartoon because it makes 

t.h:lt !he only feature of !he house. But !he TV h:ls to do with its 

rclationsh ip to !he automobile wi ndsh ield as two modes of movement 

and stasis. The snout holds a camera lhal has to do wi!h TV as a kind 

of focal light and source of heat, like !he hcarlh. 

In m:~ny of our projects we lake apart programs in a more complex 

way. The Slow /louse is moregestural. Hopcfully,!he house itself 

is not a one-liner, but ralher a single gesture from which every!hing 

evolves, and in t.h:lt way it's a 'lr"Cry simple projecl We conceived the 

snail form at essentially !he moment t.h:lttheprogram was defined; !he 

cooccptual program of door lcadi ng to window. of en try to departure, 

etc. The way !he house begins to articulate itself after !hat becomes 
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3 by-product of !he initinl dec1s1on. In the other projects in which we 

take lhings ap.1rt like parnsnes, we disconnect things. 

tg The PA jury dc.c;cnbed !he house as 'a free standing object. 

lhm is site specific m the same time', which I found an interesting 

controdiction ... (laugltter) ... and nota bad aucmptut irony. If we could 

fast-forward time, as in Grecnaway's ZOO, !he Slow House is a 

project which will physically deteriorate and return to !he earlh, 

ironically becoming site spccilic. Unlike !he hermaphroditic snail, 

from where !he Slow /louse borrows its form, the house is not self

containe-d - it is rooted to its site. All of your projects do have a kind 

of rootcdncss or context. Exh of !hem: the prosthesis objects in the 

withDrawing room, !he apparatus attached to the characters in the 

Rotary Notary, !he body-image !hat occupies t11e synapsc in !he 

Bridge, each of !hose relationships make the projects non-ubiquitous 

and quite specific. Earlier I was relating this spccilicity to 'architec

tural optimism', which allows your work to be accessible and 

meaningful. Several anisL<;and architccLc; explore tautological projects, 

not really auempung to uncover any meaning. In your work, even 

!hough !he meaning may be pluralistic and ambiguous, I read a lucid 

program of intention. 

EO Right, but we're expecting meanings in the plural sense. I 

would stop at optimism in !hat !he work is nm prescriptive, the work 

is never about prescribing a role for architecture. It is one of 

examination. 

lg But the examination can still have a cri tically positive or 

negative accent, which have quite d1fferent implications, altllOugh 

!his is sometimes difficult to locme. 

EO I would have a hard time locating us in that range. I don't rc;tlly 

attribute a positive or negative value to it. 

tg Baudrillard, for inswnce, in writing about simulations, is 

attempting to be critically aware of !he things which control us, but 

!hen goes on to say !hat we must get beyond !hose mechanisms nnd 

be in control of !hem rather than ... 
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EO I don't think that way, neither of us really feels that way. I 

mean there is no apocalyptic vision- there is no fear of technology, 

there is no doomsday. Tt'saboutbeingable to, in an opportunistic way, 

take advantage of the conditions and the circumstances. l don't think 

about technology optimistically, toward changing our lives for the 

better, but! completely lake advantage of any technology that I can 

at a personal level. But, you know, there are different ways that it can 

be employed. ln that way, it's the part ofBallard, and it's the part of 

Baudrillard that I don't particularly like; the part that questions the 

role of technology in the end, where one has to make a value 

judgement. I choose to read them in a different way,! choose to read 

them without value. 

tg Oh ? 

EO That's what makes most sense for us in our work. 

tg Tilcn, how does one develop an ethics? 

EO I don't know. 1 really define our work as post-moral and post-

ethical. 

insert : p.m. laughter 

Tile ethic is only in the depth of the search and in the rigour of the 

search and the search itself- not so much about what'satthcotherend. 

tg You seldom speak about your process of making objects 

which are so expressly tectonic. The quality of design that you 

mentioned in relation to the MoMA project has inevitably been part 

of your etlws. C<m you say something about how you construct the 

projects- do you make the details yourselves? 

EO Yes, we do a lot of it ourselves, and we work with crofts 

people, but we don't ever think of materials or dcuuls as ends in 

them se Ives. Many people fetishizc over that part of our work, but we 

don't. 

tg llowevcr,this part of the description of your work is curiously 

absent. I wondered for what rc.'tc;on ? 

EO Tilis is part of the curlier argument, lhUtll's whm rnakcs our 
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work possible. You know, we love to work materials, but we don't 

have a romance about it. We love to do it, and it's what allows us to 

slip in and out of the mainstream when we want to, because people 

value high design. It'sneverourintention to make things solely for the 

design,ortoromanticizecraft in a nineteenth century way. We're just 

as interested in the TV as we are in the polished piece of steel. But 

since craft has a role in the expression of our ideas, we scrutinize over 

details. 

tg Undoubtedly, you have inherit.cd that auiwdc from your 

training at Cooper Union. I wanted you to address the formal quality 

of these objects because the space in-between the content and the 

form - inclusive- is the place that your projects oscillate within. 

This same idea, in terms of re-presenting the work, was e1·idenced 
in another way when Diller+Scojidio published tile llridgeproject 
in the AA FILES. The photos documented the event, and extending 
the photos into drawings was a way oftrallslating the architectural 
project into another form, for another audience. In this act of 
making and re-making, of presenting and re-presenting, we relo
cate the contemporary role of the architect. 

Notes : 

I For lhc Rotary Notary :md lhcDridge proj<x;lS. plC!!Se refer lO AA ALES 

M. pp. 54-61. 

2 For a dcscriplion of lhc Slow /louse. plc~c refer to Progressive 

Architecture, January. 1991. pp. 88-90. 

3 Sec the withDrawing room· a probe inro 1~ conventions of privau rile, 

AA ALES 17. pp. 15-23. 

4 Sec Vidlcr's article cnlillcd The Building in Pain; T~ Body and 

Archrtccture in Post-Modern CuiJure, AA ALES 19. pp. 3- 10. 

Terrance Ga/1•in is adjunct professor of arcltitecwre at .\leG ill. 
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